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Problem background. Terrorists – who are they? According to Convention definition – terrorists can be 

anybody, they are hidden society, that is classification under categories of agents, aimers, spies and performers. [3]. 

Bio-terrorism is to be the cheapest way to use and the most problematic for the peaceful citizens in general. It is 

intentional release of pathological dangerous germs, food poisoning or poison gas spray (for example arsenic 

inhalation or powder in food) that kills people slowly by damaging liver, brain, kidneys and/or skin because the 

infection or poison takes hours or days to become apparent and clinically symptomized. It’s hidden unlawful 

dangerous terrorist act, therefore it is important for general public to understand the risk of this type of terrorism that 

they might be faced to and suffer few days to death. Nowadays, social networks are very developed and spreading 

rapidly all around the world and computer/Internet communication is available everywhere. Social networks such as 

Facebook (American social network), Odnoklassniki.ru (Russian social network), photo-network (ex: Facebook, 

Instagram, Dropbox) or even dating websites are the convenient way for communication and planning of terroristic 

acts. Mobile apps are another way of communication between terrorists [2] and they use them as tips to perform one 

or another terroristic act. Terrorism is a broad subject of study therefore I will touch only Internet based social 

network communication language and “electronic coding system”. How terrorists communicate?  What coding 

language they use? Mainly by photo and texting, also using video or fragment of films which gives a direct or 

indirect knowledge of associated information they want to deliver to their agents, the concept of body-sign-motion 

language, the background noise and environment is also may give an additional information, sometimes even words 

are not important rather than the sign language, the photos reflect colors, shapes, image of subject associated with 

another. Symbols of logos can be depicted in different field of science or religion, tradition and history of that nation 

relatively. It is very important to have a little bit imagination and knowledge of that concept in heart.  Numbers – 

can reflect anything (pointing to any verses of Holy books, address, quantity, meaning according to biblical science, 

i.e. numerology; mathematics, historical reflection as significant dates of events, etc.) The posts they use in 

Facebook, is from news or advert/information pages by searching correlated information they want to deliver to their 

agents and performers. Terrorists and their agents (IT and non-IT personas) are everywhere, they could be your 

close friend but betray you behind your back, therefore peace-makers MUST be very careful and alert OBSERVER 

in every steps as a SILENT WARRIOR. Computer application: Decision Support System such as Machine 

learning is a tool to analyze the data and text, time series to prevent and predict the possible incoming tragic events 

planned by terrorists. According to machine learning result, this website as a terrorist activity platform and 

communication worldwide between themselves based on Information Technology http://ubs-hainer.com/solutions/p-

tracker. It seems very well organized and planned, so it can be used as a contra tool as a mirror reflection and/or 

track their activity. 

 

Schema 1. The activity flow of the project is shown below: 
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Solution. The interaction of IT management with other sub management systems is crucial. Digital business 

strategy is the future. Multidisciplinary approach required to solve problems of terrorism that touches Religion based 

Law, parapsychological, psychological, philosophical, humanitarian, technical and medical sciences, Information 

Technology (IT), scientology, logic, mathematics, numerology, astrology and astronomy, occupational and medical 

based therapy, Police, Military and Secret Intelligence services. To understand the concept of the strategy against 

terrorists, let me explain briefly the basics of the project initiation. Under Religion based Law I mean Holy Books 

such as Torah, Bible, Quran, Avesta[4] and its quotes and verses which has powerful psychological influence to 

religious people and Islamic States (ISIS or Talibans which destroying historical heritage and murdering people). 

For example, radical Muslims conflicting with Christians regarding Resurrection and Jesus’s nature, for them Quran 

verses that clearly describes Resurrection (Surah 75. The Resurrection and Surah 19. Maryam) and Islamic version 

that describes in Quran that another man was crucified instead of Jesus and Jesus was saved from murder. Bible 

describes about Second Coming of Jesus as “Son of Man” and importance of this phenomenon to the World as a 

solution of the conflict and disputes of Jesus nature. Therefore, religious radicals don’t understand the meaning of 

Quran and Bible and misinterpret it, unfortunately, and use it for their profit unlawfully and disgrace the name of 

Prophets of Islam and develop wrong stereotypes of Muslims and philosophy of Islam causing Islamophobia to 

others. It is Holy War under Last Messiah’s ruling (Princess of Peace, she has a mark (birthmark) on her thigh 

inscribed name/seal of the last Prophet - Muhammad (SAW) in Persian/Arabic that his name is pointed in one verse 

of Holy Quran, Al-Ahzaab 33:40 and Bible verse pointing hint to recognize the Second Coming of Jesus in 

Revelation 19:16 (it describes as he has the name inscribed on his thigh 'King of kings or Lord of lords'). The Last 

Messiah is a mortal human as any other individual, she is just a Clear Warner and Premonitory Messenger of God to 

all mankind because she is the Sign of the Hour/Judgment Day that clearly said in Holy Quran chapter  Az-Zukhruf 

43:61 and 43:63. She lives as an ordinary person among us (not famous, not rich nor poor but came from nobility). 

Last Messiah is the Resurrected Muslim female by Allah's Light (an-Noor) after she has been hanged on neck that 

happened on January 17 to 18, 2010 in ICU Clinic B of Gransha hospital, Londonderry, United Kingdom [1] 

that this event is prophesied in Holy Quran, Surah Al-Hajj 22:15, 22:16. She is Light Bearer (Lucifer derived from 

Latin “Lucem Ferre”) of Three Holy Sprits/Prophets of Zarathustra – Jesus – Muhammad, she has her own coding 

language - Five Languages-in-one:  

 

Tajik, Arabic, English, Russian and Swedish and its combination, mix&match in writing, pronouncing, 

reading and meaning including different Tajik dialects and Russian slangs - Swinglish, Tajrus, Swetaj, Tajeng, 

Swerus, Tajarab, Rusarab, Arabeng, Swearab, Ruseng; that slightly differs from other coding languages but it is 

known only for those who knows her very well. She uses "Fox" method to detect terrorists according to Krylov tale 

"Fox and crow"/"Lisa i vorona"[5].  Her coding language based on Signs of God that she receives in daily bases 

from nature, natural events like volcanoes and earthquakes, weather, streets, buildings, flowers, birds, insects, 

animals, children, people around. She recognizes terroristic P-trackers upon her neck buzz and other body 

symptoms. Therefore, it is vital that she is able to act freely in liberty. Upon the Signs she has given, she transforms 

it into digital world through social network Facebook as giving predicate warning and tips/hints to the righteous 

people in order to prevent terroristic event as she is the Savior of the World, the Bearer of Life of the Planet, 

“Princess of Peace”. She is doing the research regarding what asteroids might hit the Earth and it took her 13 years 

of her life time to determine it - Violetta 557, Eros 433, TK2010, Venus and Mars. Three more asteroids that has to 

be defined is yet to come. 

Risk management and coordination: Holy War, i.e. World Wide War based on Wise Way Wisely using 

World Wide Web. Public communities, non-terrorist individuals (victims of sexual slavery and drug abuse) and 

Peace-seeking citizens can be involved into the process with the strategy concept of “All in the same boat”. The 

category of anti-terroristic agents has to be categorized as tracker-informers (secret spy among terrorists and non-

terrorist personas), and performers (terrorists themselves). It is benefit for all to live in peace and safety without 

being under danger of terror all the time. We fight for life to change the World for the better. Terrorists are 

humans as well, they eat, they have intimate life, they hire prostitutes or rape their victims/slaves. Those prostitutes 

and slaves can be turned to fighters as they are already victims and under their slavery on daily basis and are under 

danger/life threat; they must fight as a “silent warrior” on the basis of these verses of Nobel Quran: The 

Romans 30:28; Ash-Shura (The Counsel) 42:40; Az-Zukhruf (the Embellishment) 43:61"Verily, The Sign of 

the Hour is he (Muhammad, Isa or Quran) Do not hesitate about him and follow Me! This is the straight path". This 

verse/ayat is verily meant about Second Coming, the Last Messiah. (This verse/ayat is verily meant about Second 

Coming, the Last Messiah); Al-Kahf (the Cave) 18:07. "Verily, everything on Earth We made as embellishments 

for her to test people whose deeds will be the best". 
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